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Time reversal operator~TRO! decompositions are performed in a model of an ocean wave guide
containing a target and having different kinds of bottom. The objective is to study the effects of
bottom reverberation and absorption by means of ultrasonic experiments. It is shown experimentally
that the echo from a target can be separated from the bottom reverberation. Reverberation
eigenvectors are back propagated in the wave guide leading to focus on the bottom. An amplitude
correction is applied to both reverberation and signal eigenvectors to compensate for bottom
absorption and thus to improve target resolution. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time reversal techniques have been demonstrate
ultrasonics1 and underwater acoustics environments.2–4 A
technique resulting from the analysis of the iterative tim
reversal process5 has been developed: the DORT~French ac-
ronym for ‘‘Decomposition of the Time Reversal Operator!
method is a scattering analysis technique using a sourc
ceiver array~SRA!.6,7 This technique shares some of th
principles used in eigenvector decomposition techniques
passive source detection.8,9 These latter techniques howeve
assume statistically uncorrelated sources and require the
eraging of the measured data, whereas the time reversa
erator ~TRO! decomposition is an active and determinis
method. It was applied to achieve multitarget detection a
selective focusing on point like scatterers through hetero
neous media and specifically in an ideal water wave gu
with a perfectly rigid bottom. Taking advantage of the mu
tiple reflection at the wave-guide interfaces, the method
lows a large improvement in spatial resolution. The su
resolution is used to separate the signal coming from c
scatterers and then to focus a wave field at any one
them.10 This procedure has also been simulated in a Pek
wave guide.11–13 More recently, Lingevitchet al.14 showed,
by a numerical study, that the method can be applied to
verberation signals in order to achieve focusing on the b
tom of the wave guide and thus to increase the focused si
level.

The objective of this paper is to describe the con
quences of losses and reverberation in the medium, an
show how these effects can be overcome. Thus, three
creasingly complex kinds of horizontal bottoms are used
the experiments to reach a more realistic model of an oc
wave guide than the previous ideal configuration~Fig. 1!.
The first is a steel bottom interface, which induces neit
losses nor reverberation and has a very high critical an

a!Electronic mail: thomas.folegot@ago.fr
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The second is a horizontal Plexiglas plate, which indu
absorption and has a low critical angle. Finally, a steel pl
covered with a continuous sandy layer is used as the t
kind of bottom, which induce reverberation.

The DORT method is first applied to the detection of t
targets in presence of bottom absorption, which breaks
time reversal invariance. An amplitude compensation te
nique is proposed in order to increase the signal to noise r
at the target while back-propagating the eigenvectors.
benefits of this method, in terms of resolution and signa
noise ratio are evaluated with ultrasonic shallow water
periments.

The effect of noise and reverberation is then studied
the realistic sandy wave-guide model. New eigenvalues
pear and their physical meaning is analyzed. After amplitu
compensation, the corresponding eigenvector is used in
experiment to focus back on the bottom.

II. GENERALIZED FORMULATION OF TRO
DECOMPOSITION

The acoustic configuration consists of a number of t
gets and a vertical SRA ofN transducers in a time invarian
medium. Authors6,7,10,11,14usually construct the TRO by th
direct measurement of the interelement impulse functi
ki , j (t) and then Fourier transform these functions to prov
the array response matrixK ~v!. In fact, as already shown b
Lingevitch,14 a more general method consists in emitting s
nals at the same time by the whole transducers set. It
creases up toN times the source level of the system.K ~v!
can then be measured with any chosen orthogonal famil
N signalsEH(v) defined by

(
m51,N

Ei ,m~v!Ej ,m~v!5d i , j , 1< i , j <N, ~1!

R(v)5K (v)EH(v) is a measure of the transfer matrix
the same basis as previously but using another basis of e
sion. The knowledge ofR~v! givesK (v)5R(v)EH(v)21.
3155155/6/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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To reduce acquisition time and data size, only a subset oM
vectors ofEH(v) need be used. As long asM remains much
larger than the number of targets in the medium,R~v! pro-
vides a good approximation ofK ~v!. The TRO was defined
asK†(v)•K (v)6, where@ #† denotes the complex conjuga
transpose. It is a Hermitian matrix which is diagonalizable
all frequencies.5,6 Nevertheless, in practice, it is convenie
to calculate the singular value decomposition of the tran
matrix, possibly after matched filtering,

K ~v!5U~v!S~v!V†~v!. ~2!

S~v! is a real diagonal matrix of the singular values, a
U~v! and V~v! are unitary matrices. The eigenvaluesl i of
the TRO are the squares of the singular values ofK ~v! and
the eigenvectors are the columns ofV~v!. At this stage, we
notice that if EH(v)5E(v)I , @where E(v) is the Fourier
transform of the emitted signal andI is a unitary matrix# the
SVD of K ~v! is simply related to the SVD ofR~v!. In this
paper, we assume that the target behaves as a discontinu
compressibility. In this case, the number of ‘‘nonzero’’ eige
values is exactly the number of independent second
sources given by the resolved scatterers present in
medium.7 Eigenvectors are calculated in the time doma
using an inverse Fourier transform, as described in Ref.

III. EFFECT OF ABSORPTION

A. Theoretical approach

Let us consider the general ray-based formulation of
time dependent Green function between transduceri and the
position of a single pointlike scatterer after multipath prop
gation ~the response of the transduceri is not taken into
account!:

Gi~ t !5(
r

Lr ,id~ t2t r ,i !, 21<Lr ,i<1, ~3!

whered(t) is equal to 1 att50 and is zero otherwise,uLr ,i u
is the loss of ther th arrival received by thei th transducer
due to reflections and containing the effect of geome
spreading, andt r ,i its time delay. Each nonzero tempor
eigenvectorV(t)5$Vi(t)% i 51,N of the TRO has the sam
multipath structure asGi(t) and can be written with the sam
convention as

Vi~ t !5(
r

Lr ,iEd~ t1t r ,i !,

FIG. 1. Three kinds of bottom used for the ultrasonic experiments:~a!
Perfectly rigid steel bottom,~b! absorbing Plexiglas bottom, and~c! absorb-
ing and reverberating sand on steel bottom.
3156 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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where E is the maximum level supported by each sour
The pressure at focus location and at focus time (t50) ob-
tained while transmittingV(t) in the medium is

pf~ t50!5S (
i 51,N

Gi~ t ! ^ Vi~ t ! D
t50

5 (
i 51,N

(
r

Lr ,i
2 E. ~4!

The time reversal process is affected by losses in the med
and especially at the interfaces. Thus, the losses at e
reflection15 result in an apodization of the virtual array give
by the image theory.1 Consequently, both vertical and hor
zontal resolutions are degraded.

Tanter et al.16 proposed an amplitude compensati
technique in the space domain for attenuated signals thro
the skull. In their case, only diffraction and absorption a
fected the propagation. Therefore, the compensation was
formed at once for the entire signal received on each tra
ducer. In our case of multipath propagation in a wave gui
the losses affect each arrival differently depending on
number of reflections. Thus, a specific technique has b
developed in order to compensate strictly for this effect.
practice, the maximum level supported by each source isE.
Therefore, each componentVi(t) of the eigenvector has to
be transformed intoṼi(t) by multiplying each arrivalr by
minr(Lr,i)/Lr,i

2 ,

Ṽi~ t !5(
r

minr~Lr ,i !

Lr ,i
Ed~t r ,i1t !.

This transformation provides a uniform amplitude wavefro
near the focus, and as a consequence, better time com
sion and lower side lobes. In this case, the pressure at
focus and at time zero is

p̃f~ t50!5S (
i 51,N

Gi~ t ! ^ Ṽi~ t ! D
t50

5 (
i 51,N

(
r

min~Lr ,i !E. ~5!

FIG. 2. Experimental evolution of TRO eigenvalues in a rigid wave gu
between 1 to 2 MHz. The dotted line represents the frequency respon
the system.
Folégot et al.: Resolution enhancement and separation
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Therefore, the signal level at the focus will be very lo
because of the addition of the environmental losses. The
way to maximizepf(t50) in order to maximize the signal t
noise ratio at the target location is to normalize the amplitu
of each arrival toE,

V5 i~ t !5(
r

Ed~t r ,i1t !.

One effect is to minimize virtual array apodization. In th
case, the pressure at the focus is

p5 f~ t50!5S (
i 51,N

Gi~ t ! ^ V5 i~ t ! D
t50

5 (
i 51,N

(
r

Lr ,iE.

~6!

The pressure is maximized despite higher side lobes.
expected gain is closely related to both the number of a
elements and the number of arrivals. In the following s
tions, we show experimentally the impact of this last weig
ing technique in comparison with the formal TRO eigenve
tors.

In practice, separating the arrivals is not easy. Theref
after matched filter processing, the envelope of each sig
V i(t) is calculated. Wave packets above a given thresh
are isolated and normalized individually. As a consequen
most of the noise is not increased and the technique gua
tees better resolution and better signal to noise ratio.

B. Experimental results

The results we present concern ultrasonic experime
within a water tank in the ultrasonic domain. The 40-elem
SRA has a 1.5 MHz central frequency and the array pitc
equal to 0.58 mm. ForF@D, whereF is the range andD the
array aperture, the vertical and horizontal resolutions15 in
free space areRz'l(F/D) and Rx'7l(F/D)2. The con-
figuration in the experiment givesRz'14l.

Two different kinds of bottom are compared@Figs. 1~a!
and~b!#. In both cases, the water depth is 27 mm and a sin
target~a wire of 0.04l diameter, wherel is the wavelength!
is placed in the water column at 330 mm range. For bott
~a!, the lower boundary is a water/steel plane interface. T
critical angle is very high and the losses of reflected arriv
are due to scattering and diffraction. Bottom~b! is a Plexi-
glas plate. Only a few bottom-reflected arrivals are abo
electronic noise because of a low critical angle and the la
absorption.

The time reversal operator is measured and decomp
for bottom~a! and~b!. In both cases, the first nonzero eige
value corresponds to the single target in the water colu
~Figs. 2 and 3!. The temporal eigenvector obtained by
inverse Fourier transform is shown for each kind of botto
in Figs. 4 and 5. Indeed, it presents a series of resol
arrivals and one late unresolved arrival resulting from
interference between the direct rays and the lowest sur
bottom reflected rays. The time dispersion of the eigenv
tors depends on the absorption as well as on the numbe
resolved arrivals.

For bottom~a!, the high critical angle of steel allows
large number of attenuated arrivals. Attenuation is due
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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scattering on the surface and on the bottom at each reflec
Therefore, the back propagation of this eigenvector give
pressure profile focusing at the correct depth and range.
observed vertical resolution at the focus, while propagat
the first eigenvector without any amplitude compensation
about 4l ~dotted curve in Fig. 6 right!. Therefore, in this
case, the gain using the DORT method without amplitu
compensation is about 3.5 and the equivalent array aper
in this wave guide~including apodization! is about 3.5 D.
Thus, the gain in terms of horizontal resolution is about 1

Amplitude compensation of the first eigenvector is c
ried out with the objective of increasing the acoustic press
on the target as much as possible@Eq. ~6!#. As expected, the
signal to noise ratio gain is considerable, about 23 dB ab
the previous case. The vertical resolution is now approach
the diffraction limit value ofl/2 ~solid curve in Fig. 6 right!.

In the case of a high absorption level, as observed
the bottom~b!, the benefit of amplitude compensation is a
fected by the low number of distinguishable arrivals abo
noise. The number of resolved arrivals is severely limited

FIG. 3. Experimental TRO eigenvalues versus frequency in a highly abs
ing wave guide made of Plexiglas.

FIG. 4. First eigenvector versus time and depth measured in a perfect
wave guide~top! and after amplitude compensation~bottom!.
3157Folégot et al.: Resolution enhancement and separation
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bottom absorption. However, as the amplitude compensa
increases the contribution of the reflected arrivals, the ve
cal resolution remains good~Fig. 7!. The signal to noise ratio
at the target increases by 9 to 12 dB after amplitude comp
sation.

IV. REVERBERATION

Let us consider a single pointlike target in a shallo
water environment when electronic noise and bottom rev
beration occur. The bottom~c! is a steel base covered by
sandy layer that creates a realistic model of bottom rev
beration @Fig. 1~c!#. The grain size of the sand is 0.
60.2 mm, which is around half a wavelength. For examp
at 1 kHz in a real ocean it should correspond more to ro
than a sandy bottom. The reverberation curve in a monos
configuration has been measured, Fig. 8. It shows that

FIG. 5. First eigenvector versus time and depth measured in a wave g
with bottom absorption~top! and after amplitude compensation~bottom!.

FIG. 6. Effect of amplitude compensation on the focus in a perfect r
wave guide: the signals versus depth and time are measured while p
gating the first eigenvector~left! and the compensated eigenvector~center!.
The integrated energy versus depth~right! shows the gain of the vertica
resolution when amplitude is compensated~solid curve!.
3158 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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model provides a realistic representation of a reverbera
and absorbing medium.

A. Ambient noise

In Figs. 2 and 3, one observes nonzero singular valu
which are the signature of noise. The source level or
emission basisEH used for the matrix acquisition will no
affect the electronic and ambient noise eigenvalues. Ne
theless, the target eigenvalue levels also improve with
increase of the mean emitted energy. Therefore, the detec
threshold should be improved in the same proportions.

B. Reverberation

In a theoretical work, Lingevitchet al.14 extended the
DORT method by modelling stochastic reverberation retu

ide

d
pa-

FIG. 7. Effect of amplitude compensation on the focus in an absorbing w
guide: the normalized signals versus depth and time are measured i
while propagating the eigenvector~left!, and the compensated eigenvect
~center!. The integrated energy versus depth~right! shows an improved ver-
tical resolution when the amplitude is compensated~solid curve!.

FIG. 8. Monostatic reverberation curve measured for the sand covered
bottom: the reverberation is due to the sandy layer.
Folégot et al.: Resolution enhancement and separation
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from a rough sediment interface in an ocean wave gu
From their model, they demonstrated that the returned
nals focus at the rough bottom interface.

In our experiment, the TRO is constructed in the pr
ence of a single pointlike scatterer at 8.5 mm depth and
330 mm range in a 25 mm deep sandy wave guide. Figu
shows the eigenvalues versus frequency whenEH5E(v)I
~canonical basis! and whenEH5E(v)H, where H is the
Hadamard matrix~Walsh basis14,17!. Additional nonzero ei-
genvalues appear in the curves. The magnitude of the si
lar values areN times higher in the Walsh basis than for th
canonical emission~N being the number of array element!
because the source level of the system isN times higher in
the Walsh basis. However, at each frequency, the rela
magnitudes of the singular values are unchanged, mea
that the second singular value is not due to electronic n
but to an acoustic phenomenonlike reverberation. The dif
ences of shape are unexpected since the Walsh basis

FIG. 10. First~left! and second~right! eigenvectors obtained in the realist
ocean wave guide~top! and after amplitude compensation~bottom!.

FIG. 9. Singular values versus frequency in a realistic ocean wave g
with absorption and reverberation whileEH is proportional to identity~left!
and whileEH is proportional to the Walsh matrix~right!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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thonormal and the singular values should be invariant
changes of bases. The coupling between the transdu
which occurs while all the channels are excited simul
neously, implies that the real emitted signals are not stric
orthogonal.

The time reversal operator is measured with bottom~c!
using the canonical basisEH5E(v)I . The two first eigen-
vectors are calculated~Fig. 10!, compensated as describe
previously and back propagated. The pressure fields sh
in Fig. 11 measured around the target position point out
vertical and horizontal resolution enhancement due to
amplitude compensation. The focusing is achieved on
sandy floor at the same range for the second eigenve
These results confirm two important properties of the DO
method: first, the ability to take advantage of the enviro
ment, of the multipath propagation and of the used retur
reverberation signals to increase signal to noise ratio on
calized areas, second the ability to separate the reverber
from the target echo and consequently, the ability to foc
selectively between reverberation and target.

This result is nontrivial because the spatial dispersion
the bottom speckle and the spatial focus zone are hig
dependent on the time window length used in the time rev
sal operator. In fact, in order to increase the resolution,
method needs to take into account the whole time disper
of echoes. Nevertheless, the time window must be limi
because of the continuity of the target distribution in t
bottom. In the experiment, the effective time window is
ms. As seen for the first dependent eigenvector associ
with the pointlike target~left-hand side of Fig. 10!, it allows
about eight or nine reflected arrivals. The ranges of focus
both eigenvectors are the same and the focus sizes are
of the same order. The focus occurs at the closest ra
defined by the beginning of the time window. This can
explained by the greater attenuation of the return signal fr
longer ranges. The DORT method allows spatial selection
the bottom, and focus on its most reflective part. The ch
acteristic size of the focus on the bottom is given by t

FIG. 11. Range and depth distribution of acoustic energy around the ta
position by back propagation of the first eigenvector without~top! and with
~middle! amplitude compensation and the second eigenvector with am
tude compensation~bottom!.

de
3159Folégot et al.: Resolution enhancement and separation
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resolution of the complete system, composed of the array
shallow water environment and the post-processing am
tude compensation.

V. CONCLUSION

These experiments show the ability of the DOR
method to separate target echo from the reverberation sig
They also show the huge benefits of amplitude compensa
for increasing the signal to noise ratio at the target and
proving the vertical and horizontal resolution. The signal
noise ratio gain and the size of focus is directly connecte
the array configuration, the environment characteristics
the method of amplitude compensation. Array configurat
defines the basic resolution, the range limits of detection
the quality of focus by setting the level of side lobes. Mul
path propagation associated with amplitude compensa
provides a significant gain in the vertical and the horizon
resolutions and allows the possibility for focusing on t
bottom.
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